GOOGLE TRANSLATE APPLICATION ERRORS 





CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
5.1 CONCLUSION  
 From the explanation in previous chapter, the writer concludes that it is good 
to use Google translate application as a translated media of the text, In fact, using 
Google Translate can help us saving our time to translate easier. However, the result 
of translated materials by using Google Translate are not good enough especially in 
grammatically. It is can be seen from the errors founded by the writer from the target 
text translated by using Google translate application. They are lexical error (wrong 
word choice), syntactic or grammar error (preposition, tenses, article the), semantic 
error (collocation), and translation-specific error (inconsistency). In addition, to 
eliminate the weaknesses, the Google translate application user needs to understand 
grammar and other supporting aspects, such as determining the suitable word to get 
the appropriate meaning.  
5.2 SUGGESTION 
 There is a suggestion given by the writer. It is better for all Google translate 
users give an adjustment to the translated text. The users’ knowledge plays an 
important role to get a better quality of the target text. In other words, the users can 
use Google translate to produce a quick translation, however the users need to edit the 
text that was translated by Google translate application. 
   
  
